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HISTORY OF PERFIN USERS 

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS  By Dave Hill. 

 
 

J.P. Carlton hit upon the idea of postcards in America in 1861. In  
1869 the Austrian Post Office introduced official postal cards and  
in the following year Britain and Switzerland followed suit. In  
the same year a Frenchman produced the first picture postcard but  
it took a further twenty years for the picture postcard to catch on. 

The British Post Office allowed privately printed picture post- 
cards to be issued in 1894 but refused to allow any increase in  
size of the card from the "court" size (4½"x3½") and any message  
had to appear on the picture side. This allowed little room for  
any artistic merit. 

However, the Post Office reckoned without the determination of  
Adolph Tuck. His firm printed their first postcard in 1894, a  
view of Mount Snowden, which they arranged to be sold by guides on  
the mountain. Selling in this way to tourists supplemented the  
income of the guides and was popular before amateur photography  
became possible. Tuck was widely travelled and had seen the  
potential for the postcard on, the continent. 
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For the next four years he fought the Post Office to increase the  
size of the card to that used on the continent and eventually won  
the battle to extend the length an extra inch to 5½. 
The craze for collecting picture postcards started and many of  
the cards you sort through in postcard dealers’ stalls were  
produced in the Edwardian years. The income of the Post Office  
went up and so did the profit for Tuck and his competitors. You  
can occasionally find a Tuck card with a stamp bearing their  
perfin. 

*    *    *    * 
Added comments from the Editor - Rosemary Smith 
The card illustrated on the next page is one of the advertising  
cards mentioned by Dave, with perfin RT/8S (R5380.01). It is from  
my own collection - as is the photograph at the beginning of the  
article, of the old iron advertising plate which can be seen at the 
Beamish Open Air Museum. 
In Bulletin 246 Pg.2 is a short article about a 6d "stamp/label"  
perforated RT/sS which relates to an 1890 Competitive Prize  
Exhibition for Amateurs and Art Students. The competition must  
have been sponsored by Raphael Tuck. The "stamp/label" has their  
trade mark as the centre piece and it is exactly the same as the  
Palette and Easel shown on the iron advertising plate in the  
photograph. Bulletin 251 Pg.8 reported that a similar "stamp/  
label" had been reported in the Perfins Club Bulletin of Nov-Dec  
1977. This was for a 1d value. Perhaps Raphael Tuck, in 1890,  
was already getting a portfolio of pictures ready for the day when  
picture postcards would be allowed. 
Although Dave sent me this write up some months ago, it is only by 
chance that I include it in this edition, just after the issue of  
the G.B. 'Pictorial Postcard' set of postage stamps. 
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RAPHAEL TUCK ADVERTISING CARD WITH PERFIN 

 
*          *            *          *          * 

MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 

QEII Perfined Commemorative Stamp Survey  Bulletin 269 Pg.13. 

ALASTAIR WALTER thanks all those who have written in with lists  
of perfined commemorative stamps. Unless he had to return  
material sent or query any of the details in your list, he has not 
acknowledged each letter. With today's postage, this is not  
surprising. 

What is already showing up on this survey is not unexpected - 
more perfined sterling stamps than decimal commemoratives. Also,  
many of the more recent commemoratives are used by our own Society. 
Most members have given the perfin die as well as the stamp.  
Please keep looking and send your list if you have not done so  
already. 

Alastair also needs details of the 1990 "Double Heads" issue:  
members are leaving this one out. 

*       *       *       * 
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